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WHAT'S NEW?

By now, you will have received an email from Dr Debra Sayce asking you to complete a survey on your
conditions of employment. The IEU encourages all Catholic Teaching staff to complete the survey and
give honest feedback on the workplace conditions that are important to you.

TELL CEWA THE TRUTH AS YOU KNOW IT.

Use the comments section in CEWA’s survey to write your heartfelt opinion and perspective on what
CEWA need to do to make your job meaningful and manageable again. 

CEWA were given IEU Members’ Log of Claims in 2021. This was developed and endorsed by
Catholic Teachers, and contains over proposed 70 changes gathered from Catholic Teachers across
Western Australia (most of which CEWA has previously rejected).
If CEWA really wanted to know what you think about your pay and conditions, they only need to pay
attention to the Teachers on the IEU Catholic Bargaining Committee, who have consistently
highlighted areas of concern at each bargaining meeting thus far. 
CEWA were given an amended version of their draft agreement with significant changes made by
the IEU to reflect the claims included in Catholic Teachers’ Log of Claims.
Most importantly, you gave CEWA a clear message when you resolutely voted down their
disrespectful draft EBA and the end of Term 1.

Your voice has been loud and clear since bargaining began. Workloads are unmanageable, the sector is
in crisis, and staff are leaving in droves. CEWA don’t need another survey to enlighten them to that – they
just need to pay attention and act.

It makes a difference and you know it. Tell your
colleagues why they need to join – because
Catholic Teachers and your students deserve better. 

Encourage all Teachers to fill the comments section with as much as you like on workloads, bullying, lack
of PD, lack of union rights, write as much as you wish and that you deserve a significant pay increase to
combat inflation and cost of living.

On Friday 27 May 2022 your colleagues in Catholic schools in New South Wales took strike action to tell
Cath ED NSW they also want a better deal. Let CEWA know in the comments section of their survey that
you support NSW Catholic Teachers strike action. No doubt CEWA were watching NSW very closely. 

If any Teachers at your school are not yet in the
Union – they should be. They need to join now; make
sure that you tell them.

If you complete the survey WITHOUT logging in, the survey is anonymous. Currently the survey is
accessible publicly – the IEU expects that will change soon.

The IEU also anticipates that CEWA will use their survey at the bargaining table to discredit and dismiss
the claims of IEU members at the bargaining table – why else carry out their own survey when they have
had plenty of opportunities to listen to Catholic Teachers before now?


